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algebra
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Hopf, 65
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pseudo-reductive, 136
quasi-split, 375
reductive, 135
anisotropic, 545
isotropic, 545
pinned, 495
quasi-split, 499
split, 402
splitable, 402
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simple, 399
simply connected, 388
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split, 132
split, 384
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Tannakian, 183
tensor, 183
centralizer, 33
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chambers, 609
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generalized, 167
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universal, 572
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extension of scalars, 7
extension of the base field, 7
$Ext^l(G,M)$, 314
faithfully flat, 116
fat subfunctor, 99
fibre, 575
finite algebraic $p$-group, 228
finite group scheme, 44
fixed subscheme, 139
$F_k$, 40
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maximal, 146
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form, 76
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Frobenius morphism
absolute, 47
relative, 47
function
rational, 576
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separated, 116
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fundamental group, 389
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$G^{der}$, 129
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$gl_{V}$, 187
$G_{m}$, 40
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group
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group algebra, 231, 473
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adjoint, 522
of the first kind, 520
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orthogonal type, 522
symplicity type, 522
transpose, 523
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strictly, 502
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Frobenius, 484
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isotropy group, 140
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Jordan decomposition, 169, 171
additive, 376
Jordan–Chevalley decomposition, 171
$k(X)$, 576
$k$-rank, 401
semisimple, 401
kernel, 23
Killing form, 475
Krull dimension, 577
$L(\chi)$, 390
lattice, 608
root, 613
weight, 613
Lie algebra
nilpotent, 290
reductive, 504
semisimple, 475
$\lim_{t \to 0} \varphi(t)$, 258
linear action, 190
local immersion, 107
locally finite endomorphism, 170
locally nilpotent, 170
locally unipotent, 170
semisimple, 170
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Luna map, 268
map
characteristic, 390
comultiplication, 39, 66
lives in, 172
rational, 151
$M_{m,n}$, 41
module, 83
Dieudonn\é, 228
monomial matrix, 52
monomorphism, 106
$\text{Mor}(X,Y)$, 30
Morita equivalence, 580
morphism
of affine algebraic schemes, 568
of algebraic schemes, 569
of flat sheaves, 116
realization, 277
schematically dominant, 55
Verschiebung, 224
norm
reduced, 519
normal, 584
normalizer, 32
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$\text{Nrd}$, 519
object
monogenic, 175
octonion algebra, 539
special, 539
$o(G)$, 44
$O_n$, 43
one-parameter subgroup, 230
open subset
basic, 567
orbit, 27, 139
orbit map, 27, 261
order
of a finite algebraic group, 44
of a finite group scheme, 44
orthogonal group, 43
$O_{X,x}$, 569
$P(\lambda)$, 264
$P(R)$, 613
$p$-Lie algebra, 206
perfect pairing, 608
$\text{PGL}_n$, 111
Picard group, 584
pinned root datum
central isogeny of, 496
isomorphism of, 496
pinning, 495
pinning map, 495
point
nonsingular, 579
regular, 578
singular, 579
primitive element, 292
primitive vector, 467
product, 49
almost-direct, 49
fibred, 49
semidirect, 50
projective embedding
nondegenerate, 145
Q(R), 613
quadratic form, 527
nondegenerate, 528
quadratic space, 53, 528
regular, 528
quasi-finite, 575
quasi-finite algebra, 107
quotient, 101, 104
quotient map
of algebraic groups, 99
of sheaves, 118
quotient object, 175
radical, 135, 397
geometric, 135
geometric unipotent, 135
unipotent, 135
rank, 141, 401
of a root system, 610
semisimple, 401
real algebraic envelope, 174
reduced, 462
geoetrically, 576
reflection, 607
with vector \( \alpha \), 607
regular local ring, 254
regular map
affine, 569
étale, 267
faithfully flat, 582
finite, 569
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proper, 583
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smooth, 582
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regular representation, 87, 163
regular system of parameters, 254
\( \text{Rep}(G) \), 165
represent, 572
representable, 117, 572
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adjoint, 187, 192
diagonalizable, 234
faithful, 83
infinitesimally simple, 481
linear, 83
semisimple, 90
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trivial, 83
unipotent, 280
Reynolds operator, 249
ring
reduced, 572
regular, 578
ring of representations, 506
ringed space, 568
root
distinguished simple, 552
highest, 612
indecomposable, 609
special, 612
root datum, 613
based, 496
pinned, 496
rank, 615
reduced, 614
semisimple, 615
semisimple rank, 615
toral, 618
root group, 428, 549
root system, 610
indecomposable, 612
reduced, 611
relative, 549
small, 549
roots, 548, 613
of a root system, 610
of a split reductive group, 425
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$SL_n$, 6
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  primary, 167
special orthogonal group, 43
spinor norm, 532
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- Zariski, 566
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- trivial, 60
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- subspace, 354

transcendence degree, 577
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\( U(\lambda) \), 264
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\( u_\alpha \), 428

\( \mathbb{U}_n \), 42

unipotent element, 171

unipotent part, 169

unipotent, 171
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\( V_\alpha \), 40

variety
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- Grassmann, 146
- pseudo-abelian, 149
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Weil restriction, 57
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Witt decomposition, 545
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